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INTRODUCTION
The goat in New Zealand has long been an accepted but largely
ignored anima!.. In recent years interest in the goat has revived. This
is especially so in terms of mohair production, as a result of the current
high prices available for mohair, but interest has also been evident in the
increased use of goats for mIlk production with demand for goat milk
products at relatively high prices (relative to cow milk products); interest
in goats is also evident for weed control. In addition, the complementary
nature (with sheep) of the goat production enterprise and the opportunity
provided by the goat for product diversification, has encouraged conven-
tional farme rs to more seriously view the goat as a produc tive animal
than previously.
This report has been produced to provide an overview of the
existing goat industry and, as a result of that overview, provide some
comments on the possible future of the goat in New Zealand. The report
does not pretend to be exhaustive in its coveragenordoes it purport to
give an authoritative view, but rather draws together some threads of
exisiting information and, based on those, makes an attempt to look a
little further ahead.
In providing this overview, the background to the New Zealand
si tuation has been considered by reviewing the world scene and then
looking at the historical development of goat farming in New Zealand.
Based on this, the present position of the goat in New Zealand is reviewed
in terms of distribution and its utilisation as a productive animal; some
general comments regarding husbandry are also given. The marketing of
goat products is covered by reviewing general product characteristics and
disc us sing the marke ts available for suc h produc ts. The formal organisa-
tion of the industry has been briefly mentioned in terms of producer
organisations and Government legislation affecting the industry before
some comments are made on the possible future place of the goat in the
New Zealand economy.
(i)
(ii )
Consideration of the points raised in this report and the opportun-'
ities provided by goat products are essential to an economy where product
diversification has become an extremely important feature.
1. BACKGROUND
1.1 World Scene
Population The 1977 F AO Production Yearbook gives the 1977
World popula tion of goa ts as 410,343, 000. (Sheep 1, 027,859, 000,
Cattle 1,212,861, 000). Of the total number of goats, 57 per cent are
found in Asia, 32 per cent in Africa, 7 per cent in America and the
remaining 4 per cent mostly in Europe (Appendix 1). The Oceania goat
population is given as 155, 000 head. Of note is the degree of concentra-
tion of goats in the Asian area where individual countries have very
large goat populations, e. g. India 70.1 million goats. The world goat
population has inc reased by 4.5 per cent from the 1969-71 average to
1977, the major part of this increase being in Asia (7.8 per cent), while
populations in other areas have generally declined or remained stable.
Slaughterings In line with this increase in World goat population,
there has been a significant rise in total goat slaughterings. The World
increase inslaughterings from the 1969-71 average to 1977 was 7.1 per
cent but the inc rease for Asia was 10.8 per cent (Appendix 1). As could
be expected, the majority of countries report an increase in slaughtering,
so reducing population, while other countries exhibit both population and
slaughter increases. (It is possible that some of the increase in slaughter
is a result of more goats being officially recorded as slaughtered in
the later years).
Goat Skins Produc tion of goat skins has risen in a similar manner
to goat slaughterings with a world increase of 8. a per cent in the weight
of skins produced (an increase in Asia of 12. a per cent) from the 1969-71
average to 1977 (Appendix 1). The average skin weight has remained at
approximately 2.2 kg per animal slaughtered (on a world basis) with the
skin weight for "Developed Countries" being approximately 1.6 kg and
for 'IDeveloping Countries" 2.2 kg. This could indicate that a larger,
better fed goat predomina te s in "Developing Countrie s II than in "Developed
1.
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Countries", or, as is more likely that the goat slaughtering numbers for
"Developing Countires" are significantly mderstated reflecting a large
home-kill component that is not included in official slaugh tering s tatis tic s.
If this is so, and the true average skin weight should be 1.6 kg per head,
the indicated level of slaughterings for !!Developing Countries'l is
192,450,000 head, an increase over official statistics of 56,663,000
animals (42 per cent) for 1977. It is probable that the true number lies
somewhere between the offIcial and the indicated level. 1 (Production of
goat skins in Oceania was given as 160 tonnes in 1977).
Goat Milk World goat milk production has increased by 5.4 per
cent from the 1969-71 average to 1977 (Appendix 1). Increased production
could be expected to follow from increased goat populations and the
increased supply of goat milk could be seen as a result of increased
demand for !'natural!! type products. It is significant that France has
increased goat milk production by 26 per cent over the period (304,000
tonnes to 389,000 tonnes), possibly as a result of such increased demand
for goat milk and goat cheese.
Mohair Mohair is a fibre produced by Angora goats and is used
mainly in high fashion clothing and furnishings. There has been a trend
toward nonfashion usage which has reduced the fibre's specialty use
dependence and has given the Mohair market a :nore stabl e base. The
main populations of Angora goats are found in South Africa, Turkey,
USA (Texas), Aus tralia and Le sotho. Produc tion from purebred animals
is around 3 kg/head and the Mohair is in very high demand. Steps are
currently being taken to increase Mohair production but this is a slow
process as only pure-bred Angora (or upgraded Feral) goats are able
1 If the home use of goat skins in "Developing Countries" is greater than
in other countries, the true goat slaughter level may be even higher
than that indicated above.
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to produce quality Mohair and the population of these goats is relatively
small (approximately 4.5 million world wide).
1.2 Goat Farming in New Zealand - His torical Development
Goats were first introduced in New Zealand in 1773 by Captain
James Cook. However, it is almost certain that these were killed by
the Maoris (Thomson, 1921). The first successful establishment of goats
was made in 1814 by early immigrants (Saunders, 1896). In 1910, the
Government introduced the Angora goat to encourage Mohair production
and in 1921, the Milch goat was introduced by the Agricul ture Department
to stimulate a goat milk industry. This latter attempt failed as no market
could be found for the goats and most of them were destroyed.
By 1925, goats had spread over most of New Zealand with the
largest populations in Northland and Taranaki. With their rapid spread
and their increasing numbers, goats rapidly established a reputation for
damaging nati ve forest areas and consequently became regarded as
noxious animals.
During the period 1927-1929, the usefulness of goats as weed control
agents was recognized and many farmers began to use goats to control
gorse and blackber ry, both through rotational grazing tec hniques and
"mob-stocking". In fact, some studies at the time (Wright, 1927) found
that goat control of these weeds was better than the available chemical
controls.
Demand for New Zealand goat meat has fluctuated considerably.
From 1928 to 1932, significant production levels were achieved before
rising incomes (following the Depression) led to a total fall-off in demand.
From 1943 to 1946 large scale exports of goat meat to the UK were
undertaken to meet the demand for mea t but wi th the end of the war and
a return to normal conditions, demand for New Zealand goat meat (at
competitive prices) once again fell to negligible levels.
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Until recently goat rrlilk production has never been established
as a cOrrlrrlercial operation. Following the unsuccessful atterrlpt to
encourage goat rrlilk production in 1921 no further official recognition
has been given to the possibility. However, individuals with an interest
in goats have been rrlaking lirrlited supplies available to acquaintances,
hospitals and doctors I patients (on personal recorrlrrlendation) over the
years. There have not been any I'sales" as the Ilrrlilking shed ll rrlust be
registered before sales can be rrlade. The "price II of goat rrlilk has
generally been established at a prerrllurrl over cows I rrlilk.
Following the introduction of Angora goats in 1910, very little
further interest appears to have been taken in production of Mohair.
This situation continued until 1966 when the Lands and Survey Departrrlent
set up an Angora breeding prograrrlrrle in Northland. This prog rarrlrrle
involves the upgrading of existing feral goat stock by repeated cross
breeding with irrlported purebred Angora stock. (The initial anirrlals
used were Angora type feral goats captured in Northland which had
low rrlohair yields but excellent rrlohair quality). The herd has now
becorrle the centre of Angora goat breeding in New Zealand. The first
export of Mohair frorrl New Zealand took place in 1977 when one bale
was exported by the Lands and Survey Departrrlent to the UK.
2. GOATS IN NEW ZEALAND TODAY
2, 1 Distribution
The following Maps display the areas pop'Ulated by feral goats
in 1976 (Rudge, 1976). Distribution of goats is fairly general over
New Zealand with the rough, bush covered hill country areas being the
centre of population. This preference reflects the foraging nature of
the goat in that feeding is generally on foliage rather than pasture.
The goat distribution is changing rapidly with the increased interest
in goats, and many animals are now located in farming areas.
2,2 Goat Utilisation
There are four main production characteristics of goats that
are utilised in commercial and semi-commercial fields in New Zealand.
They are the use of goats for meat, skins, milk and m9hair (limited to
Angora goats). In addition to these direct products goats can also be
used for weed control.
At present in New Zealand there are three separately identifi-
able production systems involving goats. They are as follows:
(i) Weed control plus me at and skin production
(ii) Milk Production
(iii) Mohair Production
2.2.1 Weed Control Plus Goat Meat and Skin Production
(i) Weed Control The principle aim of this production system is
to utilise goats as weed control agents while the secondary benefit is
gained from the sale of goat meat and skins from culled animals. The
goats are therefore run in association with the more us ual pastoral
animals of sheep and cattle on farms which are generally attempting to
cope with a blackberry, gorse and/or manuka infestation problem.
The stocking rate required to deal effectively with weed problems
varies according to the weeds in question. Some evidence suggests that
5.
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a moderate stocking rate is all that is required to achieve blackberry
eradication and to control gorse and thistles, but a very high stocking
rate is needed to achieve eradication (Weaver, pers. comm.).
Estimates vary on the relationship of goats to ewe equivalents (ee)
but recent indications are that one feral milking does and kid is equal to
0.8 - 1.0 ewe equivalent. (One milked goat is approximately equal to
3.5 ee and an Angora goat approximately equals 0.75 eel. Studies by
Batten (pers. comm.) indicate that a stocking rate of 8 ee per hectare
of solid scrub will keep the feed to goat requirements in balance while
further research has indicated that a stocking rate of three times the
maintenance level is required to reduce a 40 per cent scrub cover by
50 per cent in one year. This stocking rate can be expected to cause
high goat death rates and low goat productivity as goats do not cope
well under heavy grazing/browsing pressure.
(ii) Meat and Skin Production The common feral goat is used III
New Zealand primarily for weed control. This animal is relatively small
(approximately 20 kg liveweight) and has a proliferacy rate in excess of
140 per cent. Therefore, although the "meat weight" per animal is
low, the number of animals available for slaughter from a culling
programme could be expected to be high and the dressing percentage
is also higher than for sheep. The feral goat is the poorest meat
producer when compared to other goats, in terms of growth rate and
meat yield, and therefore farming of these goats for meat is not likely
to become established unless significant upgrading programmes are
introduced. U pg rading of feral goats can be unde rtaken by c ros sing
with larger milking varieties to yield a larger carcase with better growth
rates, but the basic problem of a poor conversion ratio of feed to muscle
and the lack of fat deposits (except under optimum conditions) precludes
the goat from attaining the status of a major meat source relative to
beef and lamb.
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The current situati on with most New Zealand freezing works
is such that goats are only accepted for killing during the normal off-
season and the killing and freezing charges are often higher than for
sheep. Freezing of goat meat using the same system as for lambs is
also undesirable as meat tenderness is significantly impaired through
cold shortening of muscle fibres as a result of the lack of a subcutaneous
fat layer.
There is no real domes tic ma rket for goat meat, although some
small sales may be able to be made to European ethnic groups; therefore,
in general, all goat meat is exported, mostly in carcase form, mainly
to the Carribean and Fiji. Exports may be made to the Middle East if
approved killing methods are used.
Approximately 80 pe r cent of the skins produced are expo rted
in a salted state, the remaining 20 per cent being used-by a New Zealand
firm for further processing into leather. A ready rr:rrk et exists for
New Zealand salted goat skins in Europe, the UK and Korea. Fluc ha tioT:'_s
in export quantities over recent years mainly reflects fluctuations in
the prod uetion of skins.
(iii) Typical Manager~3nt Systems In New Zealand there are two
extremes to the management systems used to "farm" goats for the purpose
of weed control. One is to allow the goats torun wild with a culling opera-
tion when the goats become too numerous, the spoils of the kill accruing
to the farmer who takes the trouble to slaughter them. The other
extreme is to mob stock goats in confined areas in much the same way
as sheep.
Work done by Batten (1978) indicates that the best system may lie
between these two extremes. The system developed by Batten involves
a goat proof boundary fence and a sub-division of the farm into two blocks
with goat proof fences. Within these blocks, normal fencing is used
to control the sheep and cattle while goats are able to move freely between
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the norrnal paddocks. On one block, adult female s are run, wi th young
stock and slaughter stock contained in the second block. Does are not
mated until I? months old and surplus stock are killed at 12-14 months
(autumn born) and 9-11 months (spring born) during the winter killing
season. As the price for meat is low and there exists a premium for
kid skins, it may be more profitable to slaughter kids at less than one
week old rather than hold them for meat production.
In summary, this type of farming system appears to be useful,
given present goat meat prices, only where weed control is necessary
and competition between goats and sheep and cattle is kept to a minimum.
Returns from meat and skins are low and therefore should only be
considered as a supplement to the prime purpose of running goats, 1. e.
weed control. Even for this purpose, careful consideration must be
given to the viability of the operation from the producer's point of view
when the availability of effective chemical control and sIgnificant.
Government subsidies on chemical weed control are considered.
2.2.2 Milk Productio"p_ The second major production s ys tern is
the use of goats for milk production through the establishment and
utilisation of a herd of milking goats. Two often distinct farm types
exist within this classification. One is the "Town Milk Supply" enter-
prise where goats' milk is obtained from herds run under favourable
conditions on pasture farms and the milk is supplied fresh to consumers
in the urban area. The other type of farm is the medium hill country
block where goats feed on blackberry, gorse, manuka and pasture for
the purpose of producing milk. The primary aim of this farm is milk
production often with weed control as a secondary objective. This type
of land would probably be considered marginal for dairy production and
therefore, the goats could be seen to be improving the efficiency of
resource use.
The re are four main milk producing goat breed s in New Zealand:
the Saanen, Toggenburg, Anglo-Nubian and the British Alpine. Saanens
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are the most common and compare with the position of the Friesian Cow
as a high milk producing breed with a relatively lower fat yield. Produc-
tion varies from 520-900 kg/head/year with a 4 per cent fat and an 8.4
per cent solids-not-fat (SNF) composition being typical. The Anglo-
Nubian breed is similar to the Jersey Cow in terms of milk composition
and relatively lower output volume than the Saanen. A typical milking
period is approximately 270 days.but better producers will lactate for
up to two years (see following graphs).
The kidding percentage for milking goats is about 140 per cent
but high mortality rates are generally considered a problem. With the
high kidding rate and reasonable m;.lk production level, the c onver s ion
to ewe equivalents ranges from 2.5 - 3.5 ee per milking doe depending
on the milk producing capacity.
Production techniques similar to those used in dairy farming
are employed in farming goats for milk. It is necessary to milk goats
twice a day and rotational grazing with supplementary feeding (where
necessary) is usual. Similar milking equipment to that used for cows
is used and milking sheds are very similar. Kidding is organised for
the spring and milk production proceeds during summer and autumn
and, if the goats are higher producing animals, on through the winter
and over most of the next season. On Town Supply farms, goats may
be kidded throughout the year if fertility is artificially increased by
shedding or the use of hormones.
The collection of milk from normal dairy supply type farms is
a problem as the quantities are not large enough for regular daily
collections. Some farmers have begun freezing their milk to carry it
through to the next collection time but the Dairy Research Institute has
suggested that this is not necessary as the milk can be adequately held
chilled for up to nine days before processing. Problems can also be
experienced in gaining access to a processing factory willing to accept
goats I milk and in some cases, the purchase of equipment to process
the milk has been paid for by the supplier through reduced milk payments
by the factory.
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Apart from the supply of fresh milk through gate sales and
in urban areas, goats J milk can also be sold frozen or dried. Most
of this type of milk product is sold through health food shops, although
dried goat milk is exported, mainly to the Pacific Basin area. The
main production centre for dried goat milk powder is Northland.
In the Nelson region, goat milk is used for cheese manufacture.
Any type of cheese can be produced from goat milk but the most common
is the traditional goat and sheep mllk cheese called Fetta cheese. It is
in this area that perhaps the best long term future exists for goat milk
producers in that this cheese is relatively efficient to make (requires
less milk than cheddar cheese) and export markets in the Middle East
appear very favourable with very attractive prices. The establishment
of a commercially viable operation depends on the availability of a
reasonable supply of milk and it is suggested that at l~ast I 000 milking
does would be required in the locality of a Fetta cheese factory (Kirton,
pers. comm.) (The Golden Bay Dairy Company is obtaining satisfactory
milk input from 200 goats; however, efforts are being made to enlarge
the supply base).
In summary, the desirability of farming goats for milk would
appear to depend upon the continuation of a specialist market for goat
milk products and the establishment of concentrated areas of goat
milk farmers to enable the utilisation of ::_lodern processing techniques
for the production of Fetta cheese. The 'Town-Supply' goat farmer
is able to exploit the urban market for fresh, frozen and dried goat
milk, whereas the 'dairy'goat farmer needs to be involved in a group
of farmers supplying goat milk for cheese or powder production and
this can only be commercially successful where the goat milk supply
is adequate to achieve the economies of scale involved in a processing
plant.
~3 Mohair Production The third production system is that
involving the husbandry of Angora goats for the production of mohair.
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At present this is probably the most profitable goat farming enterprise
with very high prices being received for quality mohair. However, the
product prices are being more than matched by the price of pure-bred
Angora goats and upgraded feral goats with recent sales of Angora
bucks at up to $17, 000 each. Feral goats are also rising in price as a
result of the high demand for mohair with prices of $45 per head being
received for ordinary feral animals.
In New Zealand, the mohair producing industry is still very
much in its infancy. The major activity associated with mohair produc-
tion has been the upgrading of feral base stock to quality mohair
producing animals. This is achieved through crossing suitable feral
animals with pure-bred Angora bucks and interbreeding of the cross-
breds. The rate of genetic improvement can be increased with higher
kidding rates; for example, some farmers are mating does at seven
months of age and kidding some animals three times in two years. This
ac tivi ty require s an exc ellent feeding regime if the highe r rate is to be
maintained.
Angora (and upgraded feral) goats are usually run on country
equivalent to sheep farming areas where thick scrub is absent. Although
still prefering scrub as a diet, the mohair coat of the goats can be
severely damaged by scrub through contamination and shedding of the
coat. It is therefore desirable that the goats be kept in an environment
relatively free of this type of growth.
The general management techniques are very similar to those
used for wool production from sheep. However, goats are shorn twice
a year when the mohair does not exceed 15 centimetres in length.
Typical yields of mohair are around 1. 5 kg per head under New Zealand
conditions. As the quality of mohair from breeding does declines
sharply after about seven seasons, and the kidding rate also declines,
does are normally culled about this time.
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Kidding percentages for mohair producing goats varies signifi-
cantly with the proportion of feral stock blood in the animal; as the
degree of Angora rises, the kidding rate falls.
Where the mohair producing industry has been established for
some time, (e.g. Texas), the management systems are somewhat
diffe rent to that used in New Zealand. There are four main type s of
system, which may become important in New Zealand in the future:
(i) Breeding does only are kept for mohair and kid
produc tion. All male and female kids not required
for replacements are sold. This system has the
disadvantage of selling the kids before the highly
demanded (and priced) fine kid mohair is obtained.
(ii) Surplus kids are bought in for brush control and
for mohair and meat. (This system is unlikely to be
useful in New Zealand as the New Zealand scrub is
often too dense and will damage the mohai r).
(iii) Kids are bought in, the males for mohair and meat,
the females for mohair and then resold as does.
(iv) Wethers are bought in for mohair and weed control.
Some of these system types may become useful in New Zealand
when Angora goats are available in sufficient numbers to provide a source
of kids for further flock development.
The prospects for farming of Angora goats for the production of
mohair are good at present with Mohair being highly priced as a current
fashion product. However, in order to achieve a stable demand structure,
mohair products will need to be developed outside the present fashion
orientated range (which are notoriously unstable) into more nonfashion
items. This is happening with the use of mohair for rugs and blankets
and for upholstery and curtains. The outlook for Mohair and, therefore,
Angora goat farming could therefore be expected to be relatively promising.
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2.3 Gene ral Husbandr y Aspects
Goats may be farmed in a similar manner to sheep as long as
due consideration is given to the need for roughage in the diet of the
goat in terms of weed shrubs. Indications are that feeding of goats and
sheep can be a compiementary process with goats removing the roughage
and sheep concentrating on the better pasture. Mineral requirements of
goats necessitate closer attention than for sheep but, as the goat is a
relatively poor feed converter into meat and fat, the provision of high
quality feed is generally uneconomic.
Fencing requires a mode rate amount of inc remental care ove r
that for sheep in that fences should be able to resist a tendency of goats
to dig under. Problems with goats jumping fences are apparently not
major. Shelter is also required for goats as the lack of a subcutaneous
fat layer makes goats more susceptible to cold than sheep or cattle.
Disease problems with goats are similar to those for sheep and
similar treatments are indicated. Iodine deficienc y and mas ti ti s are
also problems that can occur, especially with milking goats.
The length of oestrus and gestation for goats is very similar to
that for sheep but the proliferacy of goats at an average of about 140 per
cent is much higher than for sheep, and goat fecundity is such that three
kiddings in two years is often possible.
As Angora and milking goat numbers are low in New Zealand,
interest has been expressed in the possibility of using imported semen
and ova transplants in an attempt to rapidly inc rease the number s of
desirable breeds. Indications are that this is a feasible possibility.
3. MARKETING OF GOAT PRODUCTS
.is...! The Produc ts
3.1.1. Meat Goat meat is leaner than sheepmeat and beef with
approximately one third the fat content of New Zealand lamb meat. As
such it will appeal to a different market than the traditional New Zealand
meat prcducts. Consumer panel tests carried out to assess goat meat
have generally indicated favourable attitudes towards the product with
tbe exception of tenderness, which was thought to be generally poor and
declined with the age of the goat (Kirton, 1969; Smith et aI, 1978). This
problem with tenderness is thought to have resulted from the processing
treatment given to carcases in that they were frozen under a similar
regime to that used for lamb. As the fat content is very low, this will
result in "cold shortening" of the meat and considerable toughness
(MIRINZ, pers. comm.). This problem can be overcome by conditioning
of the carcase (as for lamb for the US market) before freezing.
~LJ3kins Goat skins are generally regarded as a good source
of soft flexible leather of a high quality. The most highly demanded skin
is that of young kids up to One week old (Weaver, pers. comm.). Goat
skins are used for a wide variety of produc ts including the following:
kid gloves, shoe uppers and linings, bookbindings, handbags, travelling
bags, clothing, and chamois.
However, use of New Zealand feral goat skins for upholstery is
limited due to their small size. Also, feral goat skins tend to be of a
poorer quality than farmed goat skins as a result of lice, TI1ange and
tick daTI1age.
In New Zealand goat skins go through one of two processing
s ys teTI1s:
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(i) Salt Stacking
Using this method, skins are washed in rotary screen
washers with fresh water, drained and wet salted in
stacks for at least 14 days. The salt used is fortified
with napthalene and boric acid. The skins are then
removed, swept and biffed for grading, weighing and
packing for export.
(ii) Drum Processing
The skins are washed in rotary screen washers, drained
and then processed in a drum to which 30 per cent
fortified salt has been added. Exce s s brine is removed,
the skins are trimmed, graded, weighed and packed for
export.
There is a grading system for goat skins which d5fferentiates
between first and second grade on the basis of shape and degree of
damage to the skin.
3.1.3 Milk It is generally considered that goats I milk is a
therapeutic health food, and many consider it to be a cure for a number
of ills. There is, however, very little evidence to support these claims
but goats' milk has been accepted as a good substitute for human milk
for babies when the baby cannot digest cows' milk. Opinions vary as to
the reason for this difference between cow and goat milk ranging from
differences in fat molecule size (MacKenzie, 1967), through differences
in fat glO"oule size (Devendra, 1975) to differences in the fat protein
make-up (MacKenzie, 1967). Chemical analysis of goat, cow and human
milk (Packard, 1977) has revealed the most significant difference between
cow and goat milk is the very significant level of Vitamin D in goat milk
(equivalent to human milk) whereas cow milk does not have Vitamin D.
More recent information (Hollard, 1979) indicates that the fat globules
in goat milk are approxima tely one third smaller than in cow milk and
it is this difference and the fine curd of goat milk that makes the product
very easily digested in the human stomach.
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Goat milk is said to exhibit a "goaty flavour" and this apparent
characteristic has tended to retard demand for the product. The reason
for the "flavour II has not been adequately explained but evidence suggests
that the scent glands of the animal may have a significant effect (MacKenzie,
1967; Devendra and Burns, 1970). In addition, it is generally agreed
that separation of bucks and does contributes to reducing this "flavour ".
Goat milk is sold fresh, chilled, frozen or as powder and is also
used to make cheese, fetta cheese being the characteristic type. This
is a white, salty cheese requiring six litres of milk to produce one
litre of cheese. Approximately five tonnes of the cheese was produced
by a Takaka factory in 1978. Other types of cheese can also be made
from goat milk as well as butter and yoghurt.
3.1.4 Mohair Mohair is a straight, non uniform, pale and
translucent fibre with considerably more lustre than wool (Ip, 1971).
The important characteristics of the fleece are Ius tre, fineness, free-
dom from kemp, freedom from "gare" fibres, freedom from unwanted
pigmentation, style and character, length, yield, and fabric properties.
Lustre is the ability of the fibre to reflect light and which gives
mohair its distinctive appearance.
The fineness of the fibre is one of the main determinants of the
price with the most fine fibres achieving the highest price. Tl,is character-
istic is affected by the age of the animal in that older animals produce
much coarser hair than do kids.
Kemp are short, white, brittle medullated fibres which are found
over the back and down the neck of the animal. They are produced from
the primary follicle, cause a p:i tchy dyeing effect and are therefore
highly undesirable, although they can be combed out of the mohair during
processing.
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"Gare II fibres are produced from the secondary follicle with the
main fibre. As they contain medulla cells, the dyeing effect is also
patchy but, because the length is the same as for the main fibre, it
cannot be combed ou t.
Generally, the preferred pigmentation is white. However, ginger
is also a dominant goat colouring and, as commercial processors prefer
to use their own colourings, production of ginger mohair is discouraged.
Local spinners, however, do accept ginger mohair and produce garments
in the natural shade.
The "style" of the fibre is the twist in the staple while the "character"
is the crimp in the fibre. The strong development of these characteristics
is preferred so as to provide elasticity and shrink resistance to the
final produc t.
The length of the fibre should be about 12-15 ern as this is suit-
able for the current processing methods. As the fibre grows at about
2-2.5 ern/month, shearing twice a year, is required.
Yields vary according to the age and the degree of Angora breed
of the animal. South African yields range up to 5.0 kg per head annual
fleece weight from pure bred bucks but Australian experience suggests
that annual fleece weights of up to only 2.0 kg per head (bucks) are
being achieved from Australian stock (Stapleton, 1978).
As there is little grease in the fleece, clean scoured yields of
over 90 per cent are achieved.
As a fabric, mohair exhibits properties of fire resistance, does
not retain smoke aroma and is generally considered more hygenic t!-J.an
other fibres (Anon., 1977). It has lustre and softness and does not
felt or shrink significantly when washed. It also contributes significantly
to the wash and wear properties of other fibres when it is used in a blend,
e. g. 30 per cent mohair, 70 per cent other.
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Mohair is therefore a very useful product that is now used in.
rugs and blankets, upholstery and curtains, men's suiting and women's
fashion clothing.
Of significant importance during the establishment of a Mohair
industry in New Zealand is the crossbred fibre produced during the
upgrading of feral goats to Angora. By 1982 it has been estimated that
up to 70,000 kg of crossbred fibre will be produced annually (compared
to 24,000 kg of purebred Mohair) (Reynish, pers. comm.) and this may
require special marketing treatment. The crossbred fibre tends to be
shorter than the purebred mohair and has a poorly defined staple
formation. The length varies between 7.5 to 12.5 cm and the degree
of "gare" fibres varies between 1 0-15 per cent. The fibre is very
soft but usually of poor fleece structure and kempy.
3.2 The Markets
3.2.1 Meat Goat meat is consumed over a wide area of the
world, especially in wha.t are traditionally termed less developed countries
where goat meat is a favoured product and sells at a price higher than
sheepmeat. There is tberefore a large potential market available for
New Zealand goat meat as long as the price charged is low and the
presentation of the product appropriate. Unfortunately, these last two
factors can present significant problems.
The cost of processing goat meat in New Zealand is such that
prices available in many markets are not sufficient to provide an
adequate return to farmers. This factor means that goats as a farming
proposition for meat production alone are at present not generally
competitive. (In association with weed control, however, adequate
returns may be obtained). Wild feral goats are processed by game
packing houses and the return from export of t!)e product is sluficient
to cover costs and give some return to the hunter.
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The second problem is in the presentation of the product to the
market in an acceptable manner and condition. As a large part of the
demand for goat meat comes from predominantly Moslem people, the
animal must be killed in accordance with Halal principles. Problems
with obtaining approval of New Zealand Halal slaughter methods can
be expe rienced.
In the 1976/77 year, 82 per cent of goat meat exports went to
four markets (Appendix 2) as follows:
Trinidad and Tobago 27% 228 tonnes
Italy 20% 169 tonne s
Fiji 19% 161 tonnes
Ne therlands Antilles 16% 140 tonnes
Others 18% 151 tonnes
Total 100% 849 tonnes
==
The total value of goat meat exports was $839,000 at f. o. b. in 1976/77
(or $0. 99/kg). Price relativities in 1979 in the main markets place
goat meat at a similar price to YM lamb quarters but cheaper than
pork or beef (Moorhouse, pers. comm.).
There is a strong demand for goat meat in the above markets
and with the demand for the product not being met by the local supply,
imports are the only significant source. Even these supplies are not
able to meet the demand and increasing use of other meats is a feature
of the market. If this continues, it can be expected that tastes will
alter and the demand may exhibit a permanent shift to other meats
away from goat meat. Fresh or chilled goat meat is the most highly
demanded with a premium being paid for fresh. Frozen goat meat is
sold at a substantial discount from fresh prices, with frozen cubed meat
achieving a premium price, small carcases being the next preference
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with large carcases returning the lowest price.
At present, New Zealand exporters supply goat meat to these
markets on the basis of a I'disposal of carcases" philosophy. In other
words very little effort appears to be put in to market the product and
the buyers are offered goat carcases on a "take-it-or-Ieave-it" basis.
It is probable that with added attention to the market demands, more
adve rti sing of the produc t, and better treatment during the produc tion
process in terms of meat conditioning, substantial increases in sales
of acceptable frozen and chilled product could be made at more attrac-
tive prices. However, the supply base in New Zealand is still only small
and over-marketing of the product, and the consequent inability to supply,
is therefore possible. This situation would be very detrimental to
further goat meat export prospects.
In summary, it would appear that good meat export prospects
do exist and should be exploited. However, the development of the
markets available should only proceed as quickly as the production
base develops. In order to encourage the enlargement of a formal
production base, more attention would need to be given to ensuring
availability of space at slaughtering facilities and the payment of an
adequate return to the farmer to encourage goat production to be under-
taken. As the demand from established markets is met, further
consideration could be given to obtaining general approval of suitable
slaughtering methods to enable penetration of the potentially enormous
Moslem market through Asia and the Middle East.
It does appear that, with the present structure and size of the
industry, only cautious marketing endeavours should be undertaken so
as to ensure that orders are able to be filled while encouragement is
given to farmers to farm goats for meat alongside their present enterprise.
There may be room for Government action in this area in terms of
producer pricing arrangements. to encourage production.
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3.2.2 Skins Goat skins are exported from New Zealand in th ree
major forms: undre s sed skins, tanned undres s ed leathe rand dre s sed
leather. By far the majority is exported in a salted state (undressed
skins) (1976/77, 101 tonnes) compared to the other two categories
(tanned undressed leather, 38 tonnes; dressed leather, 9,000 sq. ft In
1976/77) (Appendix 2). The 1976/77 Lo.b. export value was $3.22/skin
($1. 78/kg) for undressed salted skins and for undressed tanned leather
$1.72/kg. As is obvious from this comparison, the further processing
of goat skins to a tanned state does not appear to be a very economic
propos';' tion.
Of the total undressed, untanned goat skin exports in 1976/77,
73 per cent (by weight) was imported by Spain. This is in line with
world market conditions where Spain imports approximately 70 per cent
of goat skins exported world wide.
In general, goat skins follow very much the same pattern as
that shown by other animal skins in terms of value and export markets
(deer skins are of much higher value) and are used in a wide variety of
products which require leather. The market for skins has been pre-
dominantly European where the raw skins and pelts are processed to
produce mainly clothing items. As eac h proce s sing es tabli shment has
its own "secret" techniques for producing the product and therefore its
own set of unique specifications for the raw material and the technical
process it has been very difficult for New Zealand exporters to success-
fully establish semi-finished skin products in the market. This partic-
ularly applies to the process of tanning the skin where there are two
main methods, chrome and vege tanning, but within these methods there
are many different minor variations in the combinations of chemicals
possible. If the combination used in New Zealand is not fully compatible
with the unspecified importing company combination, further processing
in the importing country is not possible without extensive additional
retanning costs. This set of circumstances makes the successful,
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large-scale development of a skin/hide/pelt processing industry in
New Zealand very difficult. The full processing and export of skin end
products is also not a very rewarding proposition as there are sub-
stantial import qarriers to this trade in many countries.
Therefore, New Zealand exporters of goat skins are faced
with a limited market in terms of product and are probably forced into
the position of being price takers who are not able to influence the
market significantly.
However, it can be expected that the market will continue to
exist and will probably provide relatively stable returns for, what is
to the New Zealand goat farmer, and what may probably always be,
a by-product.
The above comments do not apply to the local industry where
control of the skin through to the final product is possible. A local
market does exist for tanned goat skins and kid skins find ready accept-
ance for many products. The larger shoe and handbag market must be
limited, however, as there will be strong competition from cattle hide
leather in this area.
3.2.3 Milk New Zealand goat milk is mainly consumed within
New Zealand with only a very limited amount of goat milk products being
exported. Both frozen and fresh goat milk is sold via gate sales and to
hospitals and retail outlets in the urban areas.
Export potential for goat milk products appears significant as
goat milk is consumed in many Asian countries as a primary source of
milk. It should therefore be possible to establish a strong export rna rket
for goat milk in a dried form and for goat milk cheese.
Goat milk powder is produced by the HikurangiCo-op Dairy
Company and is purchased by Healtheries of New Zealand Ltd.
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Approximately 50 per cent of the powder handled by this company is
exported to markets in the Pacific region where it is readily accepted.
Problems exist, however, in competing with larger supplies from the
USA and Spain and the lack of a strong production base in New Zealand which
leads to insecurity in the supply area (Kirton, pers. comm.). At present
the product is sold as a finished retail item (i. e. not in buIld in order to
build - up c us tome r loyalty to a brand name and so endeavour to maintai n
a market presence at an acceptable price. Potential exists for expansion
of the export trade, this being limited at present by the production level
rather than the market.
The other major goat milk product is Fetta cheese. This is
being produced commercially by the Golden Bay Dairy Company and is
being sold locally with apparently little interest in exporting being evi-
dent at present. Once again, the production base appears to be the
limiting factor with only approximately five tonnes being produced in
1978. However, expansion in milk supply is being encouraged by the
Company. Local outlets are generally He3.lth Food shops and delica-
tassens. A large potential market does exist in the Middle East,
however, and attention could be given to expansion into this area if
supplies were available (a market for 15 tonnes per week at $1, 400/tonne
was reported as being currently available to Healtheries if supplies were
available (Kirton, pers. comm.)).
The market potential for goat milk and goat milk products is
therefore very significant and an expansion of goat milk produc tion
could be expected to result in favourable returns to the producer as
new markets (for New Zealand) are developed.
3.2.4 Mohair This could well be termed the "glamour" product
of the goat with current international demand r-~nning at a very high
level and at very high prices. Historically, mohair has moved with the
trends in demand for fibres generally and prices have usually been some
20 per cent higher than for wool (Hewitt, 1970). With the recent increase
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in the fashion demand, however, an induced shortage of mohair has
occurred and prices have risen substantially.
Most New Zealand mohair is sold to local home spinners who make
garments from the fibre. Over recent years, however, there has been a
significant increase in the importance of the export market with some
single bale exports having occurred. The most significant export market
at present is the UK where mohair is imported by Bradford firms for
blending wi th wool
It is expected that this will remain the main export market in the
future as mohair is not often used as a single product but is more often
blended with other fibres. Once again New Zealand supplies are at a
disadvantage as the production base is not large enough to ensure stable
and continuous supply and therefore New Zealand moha.ir will be demanded
only as a fill-in when other major exporting countries' supplies are not
available in sufficient quantities (e. g. South Africa). New Zealand must
compete with supplies from the USA, South Africa, Turkey and Australia
and therefore is in a price-taking position with Mohair as for other goat
products (except Fetta cheese).
As mohair demand is still very strongly influenced by fashion
changes (in spite of expansion of a non-fashion base), future market
fluctuations can be expected to be severe. In addition, with the high
prices for mohair, competition from the synthetic fibre industry can also
be expected to strengthen. It should not be expected, therefore, that
mohair will retain the price premium it preesently commands but a con-
tinuing healthy demand for the fibre could be anticipated.
As a large amount of eros sbred fibre will be available for sale
within the next four years, marketing efforts:.rny be required to
establish a demand for the fibre to ensure economically efficient dis-
posal of the produc t.
4. NEW ZEALAND GOAT INDUSTRY ORGANISATION AND REGULATION
4 0 1 Producer Organisations
There are at present four organised groups concerned with the
New Zealand goat industry as follows:
(i) New Zealand Goat Breeders Association
The Association is organised along siIT1ilar lines to
other Breed groups in that it keeps a stud book and
offers advice to goat breeders as well as setting the
standards for the judging of goats in terIT1S of breed
characteristics. The Association is not priIT1arily
concerned with production aspects of goat IT1anageIT1ent
rather the IT1aintenance of pure goat breeds.
(,i) New Zealand Mohair Producers' Association
This is an active producer orientated body that is
concerned with the IT1aintenance of high standards
of IT10hair quality and the establishIT1ent of a grading
systeIT1 for IT10hair producing goats. The Association
plays an d.ctive pc.rt in the organisation of IT10hair
auctions and in the grading of IT10hair sold at the auctions.
In addition, any sale of goats under the aegis of this
Association IT1ust present only graded goats for sale.
An increasingly active part is played by the group in
developing Mohair IT1arketing channels and in advising
IT1eIT1bers on the production of IT1ohair.
(iii) Milk Producer Gro-m2,..s (Two)
The New Zealand Co-operative Goat COIT1pany (in Northland)
and TasIT1an Goat Producers (in the Nelson- Takaka region)
have been forIT1ed by goat farIT1ers to assist with the estab-
lishIT1ent of a viable goat IT1ilk industry. There is also
the possibility of a further group being established in the
Bay of Plenty area.
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As the goat industry in New Zealand is still lilTIited In size there
is not an overall body concerned with the goat industry as a whole. It
is possible that such a body will develop as (and if) the goat industry
continues to expand in size but it is lTIore probable that this will only
result fro:m the continued growth of product aligned bodies such as
already exist for lTIohair and lTIilk. As there are distinct differences
between the production systelTIs and lTIarkets for the different goat
produc ts (i. e. lTIeat and skins, lTIilk, and lTIohair) the developlTIcnt of
product organisations can be expected to be the lTIost ilTIportant.
There could be significant advantages to be gained frolTI the
establishlTIent of strong producer groups, especially as the industry
expands, to enable a transfer of production inforlTIation between
producers and to endeavour to ensure suitable processing and lTIarket-
ing facilities for the products are available. There is-possibly scope
for the organisation of significant co-operative groups with the ailTI of
obtaining control of the further processing of goat products to enable
higher returns to be paid to the producer.
4.2 Regulation
The Noxious AnilTIals Act 1956 and the Noxious AnilTIals in
Captivity Regulations 1969 plus the Wild Life Act 1953 and the AnilTIals
Act 1967 lTIade the farlTIing, processing and exporting of feral goats
and goat products illegal as the feral goat is classified as a noxious
anilTIal. It is only recently with the "GalTIe Packing Regulations 1975/174",
which include goats as "galTIe ", and the "Wild AnilTIal Control Act
1977/111 ", that feral goats have been recognized as anilTIals which can
be farlTIed.
Other legislation wi th ilTIportance for the goat indus tr y include s
the "Dairy Indus tr y Regulation 1977" and the "Milk Produc tion and
Supplies Regulations 1978" which are applicable both to the dairy
industry and to goat lTIilk production, and the "Meat Export Control
Act 1921-22" and the "Meat Act 1964" which allows the Meat Board
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to exercise control over all meat for export (except that from game
packing houses).
In general, as the goat industry is only in its infancy, there is
little legislation which is designed to specifically apply to goats and that
that is, is only to allow goats to be farmed as domestic animals. As
(and if) the goa t indus tr y develops, its hould be expec ted that furthe r
Government aetivi ty conce rning the indus try will be unde rtaken.
5. THE FUTURE
The goat is an animal of world-wide importance that has largely
been neglected in New Zealand. The potential of the goat as a producer of
meat, leather, milk and fibre has not generally been recognized by the
New Zealand agriculturalist and it is probably fair to say that significant
opportunities for export income and efficient resource utilisation have
been foregone as a result of this. It remains to be seen whether this
situation will continue over succeeding years or whether new initiatives
in the goat industry will emerge.
It would appear that the main constraint that exists at present
on the development of substantial export markets for New Zealand goat
products is the lack of a significant production base rather than a lack
of demand for goat products. Domestic markets are often used as a
base for an export industry. In the case of goat products a substantial
domestic market does not exist and is not likely to be established.
Therefore, if goats are to become a significant feature of the New Zealand
scene, their establishment will depend on the steady development of
selec ted export markets whic h New Zealand produc tion levels can
accommodate. In order to achieve this, it is probable that society,
through Government, will have to contribute to the development in the
early stages to ensure an orderly expansion into identified and selected
optimal production/market areas. In order to justify assistance from
society, it will be necessary for those people with an interest in goats
to make a strong case for the establishment of a viable (and large) goat
indus tr y in New Zealand.
In order to achieve this, more consideration will have to be
given to the aspects raised in this paper in terms of concrete evidence
of market support and price attractiveness before recommending a
committed movement into goat fanning. Based on the evidence collected
for this paper, it does appear that substantial markets do exist for goat
products and that prices able to be achieved in those markets should be
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adequate to effectively recompense the New Zealand producer. This, of
course, depends very much on the processing costs incurred in making
the products acceptable to the market and in moving the products to
the market, and it is essential that, if the goat industry is to develop,
these areas are brought under close scrutiny.
In terms of the production systems necessary, it would appear
that goat farming could be complementary to existing farming practices
without incurring significant incremental costs for establishment. This
is e specially so whe re a produc tion system targetted on goat mea t
production and weed control is undertaken. With regard to goat milk
production, the possibility exists of goat herds being run alongside a
conventional dairy herd where goats are utilised on areas of the farm
where conditions are not suitable for cows. Mohair production is a
slightly more specialist area in that the goats would require feeding on a
similar type of fodder as used for conventional farm animals (to ensure
high quali ty mohair) and in this way would be competing wi th sheep and
cattle. However, with the substantial prices being received for mohair,
this competition may reveal conventional farming as the less desirable
alternative.
There appears to be a lot of scope for upgrading of feral goa ts
with better meat and milk producing purebred animals and the possibil-
ities in this area are as yet not sufficiently explored.
In conclusion, the potential exists for the development of a
further major pastoral industJry in New Zealand based on the GOAT.
Markets for products are available, knowledge of the goat and its
requirements is available, and land is available for a successful goat
enterprise. At a time when the New Zealand economy is still experienc-
ing the pen2.lty of reliance on a narrow base, the failure to recognize
the diversification opportunities offere:'l by the GOAT should not be
continued.
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. 1World Goa t Populahan
Numbers of Goats (000 head)
By Continent and Largest Goat Producing Countries
1969-71
Average
1977 % inc rease
(dec rease)
1977
World
Population
(% )
World 392,629 410,343 4.5
Africa 127,488 131,126 2.9
Ethiopia 17,464 17, 064 (2. 3 )
Nigeria 23,367 23,600 1.0
Nth America 14,073 12,333 (12.4)
Haiti 1,190 1,400 17.6
Mexico 9,120 8,343 (8.5)
U.S.A. 2,640 1,400 (47.0)
Sth America 18,406 18,230 (1. 0)
Argentina 5,380 3,500 (34.9)
Brazil 5, 742 6,800 18.4
Asia 214,767 231,453 7.8
China 57,167 62,196 8.8
India 66,529 70,060 5.3
Iran 13,717 14,375 4.8
Pakistan 15,533 22,722 46.3
Thailand 20,129 18,508 (8. 1 )
Europe 12,378 11 , 506 (7. 0)
France 923 1,012 9.6
Greece 4,063 4,524 11. 3
Italy 1, 032 948 (8. 1 )
Spain 2,656 2,231 (16.0)
Oceania 162 155 (4.3)
U.S.S. R. 5,355 5,539 3.4
Developed Countries 26,371 23,999 (9. 0)
Developing Countries 366,258 386,344 5.5
100
32
3
4
57
15
1 7
4
6
5
3
1
Source: F. A. O. Production Yearbook 1977 - Table 81
1
Data is intended to cover all goats (including feral) and is obtained from
individual country reports and F. A. O. estimates for non- reporting countries.
World Goat Slau"hterings
(000 head)
By Continent and Largest Goat Producing Countries
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1 969-71 1977
Average
0/0 inc rease
(decrease)
kg/animal
carcass
weight
1977
World
Slaughtering
(0/0 )
World 139,367 149,208 7. 1 12 100
Africa 39, 583 40,527 2.4 1 0 27
Ethiopia 6,692 6,468 (3.3) 9
Nigeria 9,470 9,600 1.4 8
Nth America 2,192 2,229 1.7 1 0 1
Haiti 448 530 18.3 8
Mexico 1,452 1,430 (1. 5) 11
Sth America 5,859 5,569 (4.9) 11 4
Argentina 1,612 1,050 (34.8) 7
Brazil 1,927 1,900 (1. 4) 11
Asia 80,629 89,297 10.8 12 60
China 17, 145 18,651
,---,
8.8 15 113 i
India 28,000 30,200 7.9 9
1
20
Iran 4,367 4,904 12.3 13 , 3
Pakistan 7,867 12,270 56.0 11 I 8Thailand 17 15 (11.8) 15 I -
Europe 8,462 8,656 2.3 11 6
France 546 690 26.4 1 7
Greece 3,655 4,088 11.8 10
Italy 554 460 (17.0) 7
Spain 1,401 1,460 4.2 9
Oceania 78 73 (6.4) 16
U.S.S. R. 2,564 2,857 11. 4 14 2
Developed Countries 12, 873 13,421 4.3 12 19~Developing Countrie s 126,495 135,787 7.3 11
Source: F.A.O. Production Yearbook 1977 - Table 86
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1
Goatskin Production
(tonnes)
By Continent and Largest Goat Producing Countries
=-
1969-71
Average
1977 0/0 inc rease
(dec rease)
1977
World Skin
Produc bon
(0/0 )
World 304, 921 329,423 8.0
Africa 80,586 83,640 3.8
Ethiopia 12,046 11,642 (3.4)
Nigeria 18, 940 19,200 1.4
Morocco 5,000 2,000 (60.0)
Sudan 3,667 4,350 18.6
Nth & Central America 5,796 5,836 0.7
Haiti 807 954 18.2
Mexico 4,357 4,290 (0.2)
South America 15, 075 14,176 (6. 0)
Argentina 4,030 2,625 (34.9)
Brazil 5, 782 5,700 (1. 4)
Asia 184,425 206,585 12.0
China 39,360 42,812 8.8
India 63,900 70,200 9.9
Iran 8, 733 9,808 12.3
Pakistan 17,733 28,180 58.9
Turkey 13,274 12,956 (2.5)
Yemen 4,898 6,250 27.6
Thailand 34 31 (9. 7)
Europe 12,968 12,455 (4.0)
France 368 320 (13.1)
Greece 4,788 4,860 1.5
Italy 1,384 1,150 (16.9)
Spain 1, 821 1,600 (12.1)
Oceania 1 75 160 (8. 6)
U.S.S.R. 5,896 6,571 11.4
Developed Countries 21,270 21 ,502 1.1
Developing Countries 283,651 307,921 8.6
= =
Source: F. A. O. Produc tion Yearbook 1977 - Table 96
1
Fresh weight of skins
100
25
2
4
63
13
21
3
9
4
2
4
=
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1Goat Milk Produc tion
(000 tonnes)
By Continent and Largest Producing Countries
=
World
Africa
Sudan
Nth & Central America
Mexico
Sth America
Brazil
Asia
China
India
Iran
Turkey
Europe
Czec ho slovakia
France
Greece
Italy
Spain
U.S.S. R.
Developed Countries
Developing Countries
1969-71
. Average
6,212
1,177
300
214
190
113
69
2,672
286
613
228
603
1,577
147
304
348
136
306
459
2,065
4,147
1977
6,548
1,271
370
233
204
126
82
3,027
267
708
222
637
1,491
39
389
413
119
298
400
1, 91 7
4,631
0/0 increase
(dec rease)
5.4
8.0
23.3
8.9
7.4
11.5
18.8
13.3
(6. 6)
15.5
2.7
5.6
(5.4)
(73.4)
26.3
18. 7
(12 0 5)
(2.6)
(12.8)
(7. 1 )
11.7
1977
World Milk
Produc tion
(%)
100
19
4
2
46
~4i
,11
, 3
IlQl
23
6
Source: F. A. O. Production Yearbook, 1977 - Table 91
1
Total production of whole fresh milk, excluding milk sucked by young animals
but including amounts fed to livestock.
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New Zealand Export of Goat Products by VoluITle, Value and Destination
211.400.1 New Zealand Undressed~oatand kidskin exports 1976/77
Destination NUITlber Weight $/ skin Value $/kg
(kg) ($fob)
Australia 3 6 16.67 50 8.33
Greece 2,000 4,057 3.25 6,500 1. 44
Spain 45,522 73,659 3.25 147,758 2.00
U.K. 4,571 10,263 3.25 14,840 1. 45
U.S.A. 3,684 12, 930 2.90 10,687 0.53
Total 55,780 100,915 3.22 179,835 1. 78
011.280.0 New Zealand Goat Meat exports 1976/77
Destination Weight (kg)
Ass. States East Carribean 3,398
Aus tralia 1, 582
Be rITluda 5, 776
Fiji 161,409
France 28,402
Federal Republic of
Germany 11,979
Hong Kong 23,999
Italy 169,547
Jamaica 23, 639
Japan 10,008
Netherlands 6,456
Netherlands Antilles 139,850
Sweden 29,265
Trinidad and Tobago 227, 866
United Kingdom 6,151
849,277
Source: New Zealand Department of Statistics
Value ($fob)
3,350
1,977
5, 131
153,977
26,452
19,911
20,999
161,063
21,296
10, 970
28,147
138,086
26,719
216,396
4, 755
839,228
0.3
0.2
0.6
18.0
3.2
2.4
2.5
19.2
2.5
1.3
3.4
16.5
3. 1
25.8
O. 5
100
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611.921.2 New Zealand Goat and kid leathers. other kinds. tanned not dressed 1976/77
611.921.3 New Zealand Goat and kid leather, other kinds, dressed 1976/77
Destination sq ft $(fob) Av. Price
($fob)
Australia 244 573 2.34/sqft
French Polynesia 1,182 1, 921 1. 63
Hong Kong 3, 762 95 O. 03
South Africa 1, 185 936 0.79
Taiwan 2,495 1,347 0.54
8, 868 4,872 0.55
Source: New Zealand Department of Statis tic s
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